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Introduction

On 15 March 2016, RSPCA WA became aware from reviewing the webpage of the Select
Committee into the Operations of RSPCA WA (Committee) that the Committee had recently
directed questions to a number of previous witnesses, including the Department of Agriculture
and Food (DAFWA).

A responsewas provided to the Committee by Mr Peter Metcatfe, AIDirector General for DAFWA
on 10 March 2016.

Aspects of that response relate directly to RSPCA WA Inspectors. Therefore, in the limited time
available, RSPCA WA has prepared the following submission. It is numbered in accordance with
the DAFWA letter of 10 March 2016 and extracts the relevant material from that letter.

General Iris ectors a

General inspectors appointed under the Animal WelfareAct2002

4. RSPCA Chief Inspector Amanda Swiftin her evidence to the committee on 23
November 2015 states "... they [rangers] do riot adhere to the Animal Welfare
Act at all. The Animal Weftare Act for them is basically getting into back
gardens because they are riot allowed to. That is the truth of the matter. I see it
day in day out. " Ms Swift appears to later clarify her evidence to limit 'her
comment to the poor working relationship between the RSPCA WA and the
rangers from the City of Warineroo.

RSPCA WA has submitted a letter to the Committee dated 10 March 2016 clarifying its position

ointed under the Animal Wei ore Act 2002 - res onse 4

on this issue.

General Iris ectors a

With the exception set out below, no complaints, or statutory objections
regarding the exercise of powers by general inspectors, have been received by
DAFWA in relation to decisions made by general inspectors employed by a
Local Government Authority (LGA). The only exception was a letter from
RSPCA Chief Inspector Amanda Swift on 26 August 2015 in relation to Cit of
Warineroo rangers. In that letter Ms Swift did riot raise the issue of the alleged
widespread general abuse of the Animal Welfare Act by rangers.

Ms Swift's letter provides examples from 20.3, 2014 and 2015 where she
identifies a number of issues, some of which she alleges made it impossible for
the RSPCA irispeclor to proceed with the investigation. Had the issues in
relation to LGA general inspectors been brought to DARNA's attention at the
time they would have been investigated and where necessary appropriate
action taken. DAFWA did however receive a complaint and a statutory objection
was lodged with the Minister for Agriculture in relation to the 20.3 matter. This
complaint related to the actions of the RSPCA general inspector and riot a City
of Warineroo general inspector. I

The letter of 26 August 2015 referred to by DAFWA wastabted at the Select Committee hearing
with RSPCA WA on 23 November 2015 (Tabled Paper 2). That letter was directed to specific
issues with the City of Warineroo.

,

ointed under the Animal Wei oreAct 2002 - res onses 4 and 6
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However, RSPCA WA wishes to comment on the statementsthat:

. "no other complaints or stotutory objections regording the exercise of powers by
general inspectors hove been received by OAFVVA in relotion to decisions mode by
generolinspectors employed by a Loco! Government Authority"' and

. "Had the issues in relotion to LGAgenerolinspectorsbeen brought tooAFWA^ ottention
at the time they would hove been investigoted Grid where necessory OPPropriote oction
token. "

RSPCA WA submits that it has repeatedly brought to the attention of DAFWA, as administrators
of the Act, ongoing issues with local government inspectors from the City of Warineroo as
outlined below.

March 2013 Warineroo

. This incident was detailed in the letter to DAFWA from Chief Inspector Amanda Swift
dated 26 August 2015 (Tabled Paper 2, Select Committee hearing 23 November 2015).

. DAFWA states that it "receivedo complaint ondostotutoryobjection in relation to this
inotter but it reloted to the octions of the RSPCA generolinspector. "

. DAFWA'sresponse to this question failsto mention that in addressing that matter RSPCA
WA made it clear to Sarah Wylie of DAFWA that it had serious concerns with the conduct
of the City of Warineroo rangers.

. Attachment I is an emailfrom Hazel  dated
26 March 2013 responding to the complaint and objection. Page 4 of this email details
the issues with the conduct of the City of Warineroo rangers.

. RSPCA WA seeks that Attachment I be accepted as private evidence given that it
discloses confidentiat investigative material including the names and addresses of
potential persons of interest and potential witnesses.

. Consequently, RSPCA WA submitsthat DAFWAwas aware of the concerns held by RSPCA
WA Inspectors with respect to the conduct of the City of Warineroo rangers in March
2013.

June 20.4 -  Horse incident

I

.

.

This incident was detailed in the letter to DAFWA from Chief Inspector Swift dated 26
August 2015 (Tabled Paper 2, Select Committee hearing 23 November 2015, page 3).
DAFWA LCU Inspector OStle issued the Direction Notice in this matter. Following the
lapse of the compliance period the Warineroo rangers also became involved in this
matter.

Charlotte MCIntyre of DAFWA was also directly involved in this matter and would have
been aware of the issues at this time.

RSPCA WA submits that it may have been appropriate for DAFWA, as the administering
agency, to review the situation and work towardsimproving co- ordination across general
inspectors from various bodies.
In this respect, RSPCA WA directs the Committee to the findings of the Animal Welfare

.

.

.

Review Panel at page 18.

October 20.4 - 0 erational Concerns

. On 16 October 2014, Chief Inspector Swift telephoned a ranger representative from the
City of Warineroo. She requested a meeting with senior management to discuss the
recent problems with operational issues and breaches in the enforcement of the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 (the Act) by their rangers.

3



. On 27 October 2014, Chief Inspector Swift received a letter from the City of Warineroo's
Director City Businesses, Chris Morrison, agreeing to meet to confirm the roles and
responsibilities of RSPCA WA inspectors and City of Warineroo rangers. A copy of this
letter is at Attachment 2. The letter was copied to Charlotte MCIntyre of DAFWA (see
notation on letter).
A meeting between the two organisations took place on 7 January 2015.
Following the meeting, Chief Inspector Swift contacted Charlotte MCIntyre in relation
to the continuing issues. Charlotte acknowledged there were issues between the two
organisations, but indicated there was a reluctance for DAFWA to be involved at that
stage.

With respect to the City of Warineroo letter of 27 October 2014 and associated records,
DAFWA's further evidence states:

I note John Flint's response to the committee, to questions on notice in relation
to his evidence, provides a number of documents from the City of Warineroo
overthe period of 2014 and 2015 where the City has attempted to resolve the
differences between the two organisations and forge an improved workin
relationship. DAFWA has riot been involved in the issue nor been invited to
participate by either party.

In response to this, RSPCA WA states:
o Charlotte MCIntyre was copied into this tetter and discussed it with Chief

Inspector Swift. Therefore, DAFWA was aware of the issue.
o RSPCAWA had instigated the discussionsin an attemptto resolve the differences

between the organisations and improve the working relationship. The letter of
27 October 2014 followed a call from Chief Inspector Swift, in which she sought
a meeting to resolve these issues, as referred to above.

o RSPCA WA submits that it may have been appropriate for DAFWA, as the
administering agency, to review the situation and work towards improving co-
ordination across general inspectors. In this respect, RSPCA WA directs the
Committee to the findings of the Animal Welfare Review Panel at page 18.

.

.

.

June 2015 - RSPCAWA and DAFWA meetin

. On 17 June 2015, a meeting took place with DAFWA representatives Maike Dome,
Michelte Rodin and Kevin Chennett and RSPCA WA representatives Chief Inspector Swift
and David van 00ran, Chief Executive Officer, at RSPCA WA's offices.
The matters discussed included interaction with City of Warineroo rangers and a specific
case of a sheep with a broken leg. DAFWA advised the meeting that the City of
Warineroo rangers had told the Department that RSPCA WA refused to deal with this
type of job and therefore DAFWA had assumed responsibility.
Chief Inspector Swift explained that RSPCA WA inspectors were concerned that the City
of Warineroo rangers had failed to follow correct procedures in dealing with the sheep
prior to seeking to transfer the matter. The specific concerns expressed to the City of
Warineroo Rangers and relayed to Maike Dorn were:
co Was the person of interest appropriatety advised of his rights under the Animol

We!fore Act 2002 by the local government rangers?
(ii) Wastheanimatfitto load and transport?
(iii) Was the animal immediately given veterinary treatment, or was there a period

of time at the rangers' pound where the sheep had been left without treatment?

.

.
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(iv) Was appropriate notification left with the person of interest regarding the
seizure of the animal?

Was the person of interest cautioned and interviewed and appropriate(v)
contemporaneous notes signed?

(vi) Was a waybitI completed with both the Property Identification Code (PIC) of
consignment and PIC of destination?

Chief Inspector Swift asked DAFWA to investigate the matter further and it was agreed
that the parties would meet again.

.

Jul 2015 - Warineroo

. This incident, as detailed in the letter to DAFWA from Chief Inspector Amanda Swift
dated 26 August 2015 (Tabled Paper 2, Select Committee hearing 23 November 2015),
led to Chief Inspector Swift raising the issues formally with DAFWA through that
correspondence.

October 2015

\ .

.

In October 2015, DAFWA referred documentation to RSPCA WA as part of a third party
consultation under the Freedom of Information Act 1992.
The material comprised a complaintfrom the City of Warineroo concerning dealings with
RSPCA WA Inspectors including the 2013 matter.
RSPCA WA was not advised of this complaint nor consulted by DAFWA when it was
submitted. It only saw the complaint material as part of the third party consultation in
October 2015.

As far as RSPCA WA is aware, the complaint was lodged, but not investigated further by
DAFWA.

However, it is clear that in October 2015, DAFWA was again made aware of issues
between RSPCA WA general inspectors and the City of Warineroo rangers.

.

.

.

General Iris ectors a

(\,

DAFWA has provided Local Government inspectors with access to the online
training module since it was developed in late 2014. In late 2015, the
'Regulatory Role' online training module (which originally had a BIOSecurity and
Agricultural Management Act focus and was only available internally) was
amended, so it can be provided to all animal welfare inspectors and nominees
in 2016. The content of the online course has previously been provided to the
Committee.

66 LGA personnel have completed the online course to support their
appointment as general inspectors,

RSPCA WA submits that the online training course is a basic introduction to the Animol Welfare
Act 2002 (the Act) only and does not qualify a person to understand or administer the Act.
RSPCA WA Inspectors receive substantial supplementary training, including training with
respect to evidence gathering and similar law enforcement subjects, along with a Diploma in
Government Investigations and a Certificate IV in Government Investigations. RSPCA WA has
previously provided to the Select Committee full details of the training undertaken by RSPCA
WA Inspectors.

5.

ointed under the Animal Wei ore Act 2002 - res onse 5
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RSPCA WA Inspectors also have the benefit of the following tools and procedural manuals:

. StandardOperatingProcedures

. Inspectorate Health a Safety Working Instructions

. ProsecutionsPoticy

. InspectorateAnimat Welfare Decisions Chart

. Legislative Framework

RSPCA WA has instigated and developed this ongoing training for its general inspectors and
dedicated substantial resources into the supporting materials.

As far as RSPCA WA is aware, Local Government general inspectors do not have the benefit
of the same extensive training and materials. RSPCA WA is of the view that there should be
a higher level of standardised training for all general inspectors.

RSPCA WA highlights the evidence of the WA Rangers Association to the Committee in
relation to the issue of training where they stated:

Since the Deportment of Agriculture hos token over, there hos been limited
training avoi!ob!e to new ond existing Genero! Inspectors. EOSier occess to
information Grid guidelines need to be o priority. This o150 relates bock to
sufficient troining. (Letter from Dene Lawrence, President, WA Rangers
Association, 4 March 2016).

In 20/1/2012, DAFWA delivered three workshops on the Animal Welfare Act at
Busselton, Warineroo and Roebourne to an estimated 25 LGA staff.
In 2013 two sessions on direction notice training were provided by DAFWA to
all general inspectors. Remote inspectors were able to attend via phone or
video link. LGA inspectors attended both sessions.

RSPCA WA inspectors attended the Direction Notice training. There were subsequent issues
with that training relating to sections 40(I)(b) and 47(I)(j) of the Act. Consequently, RSPCA
WA made requests to DAFWA for a refresher course covering aspects of Direction Notice training
but this has not been provided to date (see evidence of Chief Inspector Swift, 7 September
2015, transcript pages 17 a 18).

\-/

CUIverwell v Ginbe

8. The Inspector Governance Framework will address the issue of the
prosecutorial position of general inspectors employed by the RSPCA. DARNA
has already begun the process and has sought advice from the State Solicitor's
Office. Further work will require increased resourcing.

RSPCA WA is not aware of the Inspector Governance Framework which it appears will affect
general inspectors employed by the Society and would welcome further information on this.

Conclusion

Res onse 8

DAFWA is responsible for the administration of the Act. Therefore, over a number of years,
RSPCA WA has repeatedly brought to DAFWA's attention issues relating to City of Warineroo
rangers, as detailed in this submission and the letter from Chief Inspector Swift to Kevin
Chennell of DAFWA, dated 26 August 2015.
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RSPCA WA submits it is essential that these issues are considered in the wider regulatory
context. In particular, the problems have arisen because, although local government rangers
are appointed as general inspectors under the Act, they do not have the necessary specialised
training, infrastructure and legal and other resources to undertake enforcement activities
under the Act. As the letter from DAFWA states:

Through the OAFVl/A RSPCA policy group, ottended by representotives of the
WA RongersAssociotion, OAFWA hos offered to provide further troining to LGA
general inspectors. The Rangers Associotion did not see training OS necessary
OS they undertook very little in the woyofenforcement of the Animol Wenore
Act. The general consensus from rongers was thot they hod limited resources
Grid onjinol welfare wos not their prime focus.

The WA Rangers Association has given evidence to the Committee that:

The work!o0dfor LocolGovemment Rongers hosincreosed over the yeors with
vonous extro Acts ond Regulations they need to odininister. There ore o
significant number ofLocolGovemments that do notgetinvolved with Animal
Wenore due to this reoson. There ore o significont number of Locol
Governments thot ore riotsupportive of their resources being usedfor whotis
essentiolly o State Government responsibility, specifico!!y their staff being
outhorised OS Generollnspectors under the Animal WeIfore Act. (Letter from
Dene Lawrence, President, WA Rangers Association, 4 March 2016).

At a day to day level, local government rangers attend to deal with animal welfare issues and,
after an initial assessment or preliminary enforcement activity, regularly contact RSPCA WA
and request they attend and take over the job.

It is noteworthy that RSPCA WA is not advised by DAFWA of the identity of other general
inspectors under the Act. Therefore, when attending jobs, RSPCA WA Inspectors are not aware
whether the local government rangers they are working with are also general inspectors.

When RSPCA WA inspectors are brought in by local government rangers from the initial
attendance, a better outcome is usually achieved. Where matters are transferred later,
problems can arise due to the lack of training in evidence gathering and investigations for local
government rangers. This occurred in the March 2013 and June 2014 situations with the City
of Warineroo rangers, referred to above. For example, in the March 2013 matter, the rangers
failed to identify and caution relevant people and there was uncertainty as to the legal basis
upon which the dog was removed. Further, the rangers' statements were of a poor quality and
missing vital information such as exhibit movements and notebook entries. As a result, RSPCA
WA inspectors were unable to proceed with the investigation and potential prosecution.

RSPCA WA is reluctant to routine!y accept the transfer of matters from local government
rangers in the absence of agreed framework including clear investigative standards being met
prior to the transfer. These concerns were raised with DAFWA at the meeting in October 2015,
referred to above.

I, _,

RSPCA WA submits that DAFWA, as the administering agency, is responsible for ensuring that
all general inspectors are appropriatety trained, resourced and supported with access to legal
expertise and infrastructure.

If general inspectors appointed under the Act are not able to fully undertake their enforcement
activities, then this is a matter for DAFWA to resolve. RSPCA WA submits that DAFWA could
consider putting in place a framework to regulate the transfer of mattersfrom local government
rangers to RSPCA WA Inspectors. This framework could take the form of a Memorandum of
Understanding which provides for the transfer of matters that meet the standards required for
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criminal prosecution. It would also be beneficial if DAFWA published a list of appointments of
general inspectors under the Act, accessible through their website, to assist in coordinating
activities under the Act.

RSPCA WA canvassed issues of inconsistent training, resourcing and infrastructure and co-
ordination issues in its submission to the Animal Welfare Review Panel. RSPCA WA highlights
that the Animal Welfare Review Panel found:

the fact that Generollnspectors ore monoged by different ogencies con Ieod to
inconsistencies in how the Act is OPPlied. Without sound coordinotion and PIOnning,
strotegic gools inoy not be identified or pursued, and troining and education efforts
con be disjointed. (see page 18)

RSPCA WA would welcome recommendations that led to DAFWA, as the administrator of the
Act, addressing these issues, including the problems outlined in this Submission relating to the
transfer of work from local government rangers to RSPCA WA general inspectors.

RSPCA WA is disappointed and concerned that its enforcement activities under the Act have
been the subject of the Committee inquiry when its Inspectors have developed and maintained
high investigative and prosecutoriat standards. In fact, it is RSPCA WA which is regularly called
upon by other general inspectors to undertake enforcement work when they lack the requisite
training and resources.

. . .
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